A GREEN INNOVATION SCHEME
An ethical investment opportunity to
revolutionise future living with sound
commercial returns on investment

If we are serious about climate
change and levelling up
THIS MUST HAPPEN
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Doing nothing to meet the dual
challenges of Climate Change and
‘Levelling Up’ is not an option…
HEATH PARK MUST HAPPEN!
www.heathpark-uk.com
SOG Group, The Heath Business and Technical Park, Heath
Road South, Runcorn, WA7 4Q

Heath Park will deliver:
Independently validated realistic returns for
investors.
A predicted 5-star Global Real Estate
Sustainability Benchmark – the highest rating
achievable – considerably beneﬁtting the
economy of North West England.
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
standards that will signiﬁcantly beneﬁt the
Liverpool City Region.
This ground-breaking ‘Green Innovation’
vision will:
Deliver a Net Zero Carbon community on a
brownﬁeld site.
Become a model for future living, with hundreds
of Net Zero Carbon homes, that can be
replicated regionally, nationally, and globally.
Revolutionise the way Vertical Farms operate in
the future, massively reducing CO2 emissions as
acknowledged by Mark Horler, Chairman of UK
AgriTech.
Produce a commercially viable project, on an
existing thriving business and technical park,
that provides further high-skilled and high-quality
jobs, in a sustainable hybrid scheme that has
been independently validated and isn’t reliant on
public subsidies.

Heath Park is a realistic scheme with achievable
goals which:
Has evolved from a global Royal Institute of
British Architects’ competition that generated
ideas on future living trends from architects,
forward thinkers, and designers from 5
continents.
Has involved over £1m of investment that has
ﬁnanced 2 years of meticulous research by a
range of leading professionals, including SOG
Group’s Fusion team which has a proven track
record of delivery of regeneration projects on
this scale.
Is fully validated by the Department for
International Trade, leading Academics at
Lancaster University and University of Liverpool,
and is one of 35 ethical UK projects featured in
the Government’s 2021 ‘Global
Investment Atlas’.

